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#x:Let

S =ECH,H,H), (H,T, H), (H,H,T), (H,T,T1,

ST, H,H), (T,T,H1, (5, H,5), (5,5,5)}

Iflipping a coin 3 times) R is the
setof real

Let f:S-R
othat numbers

be the number
ofheads L

S ~R
CH, H, H) -Fre & 3
CH, H,T)

·

-- ⑳ ICH,T,HI.. I=!⑳ 0



For example,

f(H,H,T) =2

ThereareI will be called a



Example of making a probability
-e

suppose we want
tomodel

the experiment
ofrolling/throwing

a 4-sided die.
-

of

s =51,2,3,43 =essibleall

outcomes

ga ↳Ye
L

& =54,[13,[23,533,[43,
[1,23,21,33,51,43,
[2,33,92,43,53,43,
21,2,33,51,2,43,
[1,3,43,92,3,43,



51,2,3,433
- is called the set

ofevents.

Itwill have
certain properties.

of contains all
the sets that

we wantto be able to

measure the probability of

When S is finite, then i usually
contains all the subsets

of S.

Whatdo these events mean?

-

&
represents no number

came up on the die

523Irepresents
a 2 came

up on the die



52,3] arepresentseither a
2 or a 3 came

up on the die

E1,2,43 =
represents either

a

2 or a 4
I or a

came up on
the die

represents either51,2,3,445
1, 2, 3, or Y came
up on the die

Now we make a probability
function 4:1- R.

On a 4-sided die

each side is equally
likely tooccur.



The firststep is to

assign the probability to

each side/number.

equally
P(513) =

E I
make

P([23) = likely.
P([33) = und

adds v

P([43) = to1.

Now we
extend P across all

the events by doing
disjoint

sums. For example,

P(21,33) =P(213) +P(233)
=4 +4 =I



P([1,2,33)
=P(513) +P([23) +P([33)
= +4 +4=

P([1,2,3,43) =4(513)
+P(323)+P(533)

+P(543)
=>i +4 +4 +y

=

1

We define

P(4) =0



#f: A probabilityspace-
consists of two sets

and

a fraction (S, -2,P).

We calls the
sample space
-

of our experiment. The

elements of
5 are called

& is a set
outcomes-

ofsubsets
of S.

the elements ofth are

called events.

4:1-IRis a fraction

where for each eventf

from if we geta

probability 4(E)-



Furthermore, the following
axioms/properties musthold:

IS is an eventin
h

IWe mustbe able to ScalculateP(SI

② IfI is an eventin
1,

then Eis an event
in

.
S

③ If di, Ez,E3,..
is a finite or infinite

sequence ofevents in 1,



then ↳ E is an eventin

④01P(z) =) for

any eventIin

⑤P(s) =1

⑥ If EisEz,Es,...
is a

finite or infinite sequence

ofevents in oh
that

are pair-wise disjoint

[Eit;
=4 if i +j]

then P(WE) =[P(E)
⑱means no overlap



S

E
P(E,VEzVE3) =P(T +P(Ez) +P(Es

det-
This def is based on the

⑳AndreyKolmogorov

1930s



mark: Aset

satisfying 1, 2,
and

above is called
a

Algebrafile
it

a

r-algebra one can
show

that i

(a) -R

(b) IfE., Ez, Esser.

are in oh, then

ME:is in
i

rof:look at1131/22
notes

from Spring2



toconstruct, a.Pbabie
Suppose S is a finite sample

space and
we wanttomake

a probabilityspace.

Define - tobe the
set

thatincludes all
the

subsets of
S.

Sue is the power
setof5]

For each
outcome

wes

pick some
real number

and define
o =n

=1

dursP([w3) =nw =Perlite,



At the same time pick

these numbers
so that

LEnter
2 Rr= I -51,2,3,43
WES

means sum
over P(513) =4 =nn M1==nwin S

Now extend
P to P([33) =4 =d3

any set
Iin . P(543) =4

=

My

ni +ne+R3
+4

=1

Suppose

E =Ewi, W2, ...,wr P([1,23)[Define r
d =P([,3)

P(E) =[,P([wi)
+P([23)

=P([w,3) +P([we3)
t...

-.
+4(5w-3)



If E =0, then define

P(4) =0.

Tegem:The construction

above
creates a probability

space (S, ch,
Pl.

prof:See notes
from 2/2/22
spring 22


